
 

 
Fitness Instructor #03020 
 
City of Virginia Beach – Job Description 
Date of Last Revision: 05-30-2018 

FLSA Status:  N/A Pay Plan:  Hourly Grade:  N/A 
 
City of Virginia Beach Organizational Mission & Values 
The City of Virginia Beach exists to enhance the economic, educational, social and physical quality of the 
community and provide sustainable municipal services which are valued by its citizens. The City of 
Virginia Beach organization is based upon a belief in the democratic process of government. This belief 
provides meaningful ways for citizens, reflecting the diversity of our City, to contribute to the development 
of public policy. This process is enhanced by organizational values which guide member performance 
within the Virginia Beach Quality Service System. These Values define our desired organizational culture.  
We value quality customer service; teamwork; leadership and learning; integrity; commitment; and 
inclusion and diversity. 
 
Class Summary 

Exhibit and follow the City of Virginia Beach and Department of Parks and Recreation Customer Service 

Standards.  
Plan, execute, and instruct recreational programs; teaches leisure education classes in technical/talent 
fields, and/or in areas of group fitness, both land and water. 
 
Representative Work Functions and Responsibilities 
Plan specific fitness class activities appropriate to participants' age groups and subject matter.  
 
Teach fitness classes in a given field of skill to registered participants, and/or in areas of group fitness. 
 
Guide participants throughout class sessions with proper techniques and instructions in order to complete 
a designated class.  
 
Assist in developing ideas for new class programs in order to offer a quality program. 
 
Secure a substitute instructor and notifies supervisor, in case of illness or absence to accommodate 
participants.  
 
Handle discipline problems with students to facilitate optimal program functions.  
 
Establish and enforce class rules and policies for participants and carry out program directives to ensure 
participant safety.  
 
Assist in documenting participant attendance for statistical documentation. 
 
Treat minor injuries of participants or take needed steps to ensure participant receives proper medical 
attention. 
 
Individual class assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on then current fitness trends 
and participant demands. 
 
Perform other job duties requiring skills, knowledge and physical requirements as demanded by those 
duties described or less. Individual assignments will be determined by the supervisor based on the 
current workloads and department needs. 
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Performance Standards 
Effectively plans and skillfully teaches classes that are appropriate to participant age groups and skill 
levels; skillfully ensures that the program area is safe and that participants are supervised; effectively 
teaches a specialized skill based on format; cross promote and market other related fitness activities: 
handles discipline problems with tact and skill; notifies supervisor of any equipment maintenance or 
replacement issues; reports to work on time and prepared to teach; effectively enforces class rules and 
city policies; accurately supplies statistical data; capable of attaining proper medical attention if needed; 
maintains deadlines for submission of supply sheets and instructional information. 
 
Minimum Qualifications 
Must have at least three (3) months, (totaling 25 hours of direct contact), in a specialized interest or skill. 
 
Specialized experience such as instructing, instructor shadowing, team teaching and volunteering. 
 
Must pass a City administered skills test. 
 
Possession of a valid American Red Cross CPR/AED or American Heart Association Heartsaver CPR, 
Heartsaver AED or Heartsaver First Aid certification.  
 
Require possession one of the related accepted Group Fitness Certifications listed below:   
American Council on Exercise (ACE) 
American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) 
Aquatic Education Association (AEA)   
Aerobics Fitness Association of America (AFAA)  
Fit Tour  
Interactive Fitness Trainers of America (IFTA) 
International Fitness Professionals Association (IFPA) 
National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM), 
National Exercise Trainers Association (NETA or NDEITA),  
Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA)  
Cooper Institute (Land and Water Certification Only) 
Hydro-Fit (Land and Water Certification Only) 
National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) (Land and Water Certification Only) 
World Instructor Training Schools (WITS) (Land and Water Certification Only) 
Water Art (Land and Water Certification Only) 
Les Mills (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Zumba (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Mixxed Fit (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Physical Mind Institute (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Stott Pilates (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
YogaFit (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Balanced Body University (BBU), (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
Body Arts and Science International (BASI) (Mind, Body, Specialty Only) 
 
Special Requirements 
All employees may be expected to work hours in excess of their normally scheduled hours in response to 
short-term department needs and/or City-wide emergencies. 
 
Must be able to work rotating shifts (early mornings/days/evenings) including weekends and holidays and 

be available to work overtime when required to meet operational needs.  
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Knowledge-Skills-Abilities Required to Perform Satisfactorily 
A. Knowledge 

1. Knowledge of specialized subject or interest area. 
2. Knowledge of safety principles.  
3. Knowledge of basic first aid. 
4. Knowledge of teaching practices. 
5. Knowledge of participant performance levels. 

 

B. Skills 
1. Skill in leadership (individual and group). 
2. Skill in creative thinking and approach. 
3. Skill in teaching techniques or skills. 
4. Skill in use of fitness equipment. 
5. Skill in mental, manual or physical skills appropriate to subject taught. 
6. Skill in program evaluation and development. 
7. Skill in organizing time and activities. 
8. Skill in controlling groups. 
9. Skill in assessing participant’s interests and capabilities. 
10. Skill in dealing with problem situation or people. 

 

C. Abilities 
1. Ability to get along with and deal with others. 
2. Ability to cross promote the classes and programs the department offers. 
3. Ability to communicate orally and in writing. 
4. Ability to enforce safety practices. 
5. Ability to supervise participants. 
6. Ability to generate interest and motivation of participants in class. 
7. Ability to break down subject matter to teach assigned age/skill groups. 
8. Ability to lift or move objects weighing up to 50 pounds on a regular basis may be required; 

ability to lift or move, with assistance, objects or participants weighing more than 50 
pounds may be required occasionally. 

 
 
 

 

Working Conditions 
The below stated working conditions are intended to provide a general overview of the environmental 
conditions inherent in the job setting, as well as the physical, mental, and sensory requirements 
necessary to perform the essential functions of positions in the noted job title.  A more detailed 
description will be made available at the position (PCN) level. 
 
NOTE: Per HR Policy 6.19, Americans with Disabilities, the City follows the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all hiring and employment decisions.  The City shall not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring and employment practices.  The City shall make 
reasonable accommodations for the known physical or mental limitations of a qualified applicant or 
employee with a disability upon request unless the accommodation would cause an undue hardship on 
the operation of the City’s business. 
 
Physical Requirements: Physical refers to the requirement for physical exertion and coordination of limb 
and body movement. 
Requires low to medium intensity work.  Walking, running, jumping, standing, stooping and lifting of 
fitness equipment depending on class format or client workout program. Ability to lift or move objects 
weighing up to 50 pounds on a regular basis may be required; ability to lift or move, with assistance, 
objects or participants weighing more than 50 pounds may be required occasionally. 
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Mental Requirements: Mental refers to the degree that the job involves cognitive activities, and use of 
mental processes. 
Performs professional level work requiring the application of principles and practices of a wide range of 
exercise options for all fitness levels and recognizes all safety concerns of patrons participating in classes 
or personal training clients. Performs professional level work requiring the application of principles and 
practices of a wide range of operational and programming methods; may apply moderate understanding 
of operating policies and procedures to solve complex problems; may require continuous, close attention 
results or exposure to unusual pressure. 
 
Environmental Conditions: Environmental refers to job conditions inherent to the job setting, including 
those that may lead to injury or health hazards even though precautions have been taken. 
Performance of essential functions may require exposure to temperature changes, wetness such as 
water spills and cleaning supply odors.  May be exposed to blood-borne pathogens.  
 
Sensory Requirements: Sensory refers to hearing, sight, touch, taste, and smell required by the job. 
Some tasks require the ability to perceive and discriminate sounds, odors, depth, and visual cues or 
signals; visual acuity and field of vision, hearing, and speaking. 

 


